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 and more! &nbsp SPY GAMES : Break the Code! Few have walked the path of evolution with the same intensity and the
unexpected as the Department of Defense. One of the most powerful and important tools they have at their disposal to prevent a

repeat of September 11th, 2001 is called the "Secret Spy Games." They can change a person's attitude from fear to one of
confidence and trust. In this class, we'll explore all the possibilities that BuzzEdit offers for creating these defensive and

powerful games. We'll include real time examples and techniques. It is time to evolve! This is your time to evolve! This course
will cover a very wide range of topics in a comfortable friendly environment. The topics covered include: 1. BuzzEdit

Programming - this will give you an introduction to BuzzEdit programming. You'll learn what is possible and how to go about
creating your own rules and functions. You will learn the concept of variable, which can make your coding so much more

intuitive and efficient. You'll use your programming skills to create a simple transformation and a 5-hooping instruction. You'll
use the hooper's right/left hand orientation to make a simple multi-hooping stitch. 2. The Buzz Edit Manual - using the manual

we'll be able to easily configure our stitch patterns using the hooper's view. You'll work in a zoomed-in view to create stitches in
a row. We'll be using simple shapes like a triangle, rectangle and trapezoid. You'll see how to create lines with triangle patterns

and create dots with trapezoid shapes. You'll see how to create 4-pointed stars with a rectangle stitch. 3. BuzzEdit Training Files
- you'll be using BuzzEdit to create your own training files. The files can be any shape, any size, any number of stitches, but

each pattern must include a title and the number of stitches in the row. 4. Downloadable Stuff - you'll be able to download files
created by other BuzzEdit users. These files can be used for study, for sharing ideas, and for learning. 5. BuzzEdit 101 and 101E

- this includes two versions of BuzzEdit 101 - one for 82157476af
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